
Balance and Fall Prevention 
Always consult your Physician before starting an exercise program. 

 

Overview: 
A.  Non-exercise, non-medical, free ways to help your balance. 
B.  Balance Testing (and exercises) 
C.  Balance and Fall Prevention Exercises 
 
 
 

A.  Non-exercise, non-medical, ways to help your balance. 
- DRINK WATER.  Dehydration makes balance worse, and it also makes your brain function worse. 
- EXERCISE.  Move your body in all different ways like walking, strength-resistance training, stretching, chair exercises, Tai Chi to 

name a few.  Interactive video games like Wii bowling, baseball, tennis, etc help balance studies have shown. 
- EAT HEALTHY FOOD.  Healthy foods help maintain healthy body functions, muscles, reaction times, equilibrium to hame a few. 
- COVER EARS in cold or windy weather.  Ears are one of your systems that are effect your balance. 
- VISION.  Be aware of surroundings and use caution if your vision changes, like cataract surgery, new glasses/contacts, 

glaucoma to name a few. 
- NO DRAGGING FEET.  Lift knees up slightly when you walk so you do not drag your feet.  Lifting your knees high will help 

strengthen the muscles that will allow you to step up regulation height curbs which are 6-8” high, and step over uneven cracks in 
the sidewalks or fallen branches. 

- MOVING OBJECTS.  Be aware if any fast moving object is moving around you, like animals, children, moving toys to name a few. 
Wear supportive, stable and comfortable shoes.  Shoes without backs or slippers or thongs can increase one’s risk due to the 
unstable nature of the heel.  

- LIGHTING.  Proper Lighting in the home. Having brighter lights in the home increase’s one’s visibility.  Hanging lighter curtains can 
reduce the glare in the room but still allow the individual to see.  

- NO CLUTTER ON FLOOR.   Remove things that are in the walkways can decreases risk. Cords, clothes, shoes are papers are 
common items that individuals trip over due to them being in common walkways.  

- BRIGHT TAPE on ledges.  Placing bright tape on ledges or raised area’s can alert the individual to hazards in the home.  
- RUGS and BATHMATS.  Using double sided tape to secure rugs and bathmats will help the rugs keep from slipping.  
- NO STEP STOOLS or LADDERS.  Placing items that are often used on easy-to-reach shelves of a cabinet decreases fall risk. 
- MEDICATION. Be aware of any medication(s) you may be taking and how they may affect your balance.  Some include Allergy 

medicines, Anti-seizure medicines, Blood pressure pills, Diabetes medicines, Diuretics or water pills, Heart medicines, Muscle 
relaxers or tranquilizers. Pain medicines, Sleeping pills to name a few. 

 
B.  Balance Testing (and exercises) 



Level 1 - ALWAYS stand by a sturdy SUPPORT (chair, counter, etc) so if you wobble or start to fall you can grab a hold of it and not fall. 

Level 
1 

Eyes Feet Hands/Arms Hold Time Your Way Record 
Your Date & 
Hold Times 

a OPEN 
 

 

Close together 
 
 
 

Hand/Arm Progressions from 
easiest to hardest: 

- Both hands holding onto  
SUPPORT 

- One hand holding onto 
support 

- 1 finger on support 
- no hands on support 
- arms  spread out to sides. 
- arms crossed over body 

Time Progression: 
- 20 seconds 
- 30  sec 
- 45 sec 
- 60 sec 

 

Mark the ways you 
can balance.  Then 
progress to the next 

hardest step. 

 

b  Apart and one in front of 
the other 

same as above same as above 
 

  

c  Standing on a tight-rope same as above same as above 
 

  

d  High Knee in front of body same as above same as above 
 

  

e  Foot resting on standing leg same as above same as above 
 

  

f  High Foot in back of body same as above same as above 
 

  

g  High Knee in front of body, 
with foot moving in a circle 

same as above same as above 
 

  

** To make it harder, look around the room as you are doing the above. 

 
 

Level 2 - is the same as Level 1, except EYES are CLOSED.  Remember to ALWAYS stand by a sturdy SUPPORT (chair, counter, etc) so 

if you wobble or start to fall you can grab a hold of it and not fall. 

Level 3 - is the same as Level 1, except you are standing on a pillow or foam or other unstable surface.  Remember to ALWAYS 

stand by a sturdy SUPPORT (chair, counter, etc) so if you wobble or start to fall you can grab a hold of it and not fall. 



 

C.  Balance and Fall Prevention Exercises      **ALWAYS stay in YOUR pain-free zone** 

Heel Raises;  Toe Raises;  Feet Rocking back & forth;  Feet/Ankle Circles 

High Knee  (can do High Arm at the same time) (stand on one foot while lifting knee as high as comfortable in front of body) 

Standing Leg Lifts (stand on one foot while lifting the other foot) to the Side, Back Corner, Straight Back, Front 

Squats - Chair or Kitchen Sink or Mini Squat   (**Rear-end is back as if sitting in a chair, Back is straight, with the majority of the weight in 
HEELS)  

Chair Squat   Kitchen Sink (dry sink and not wet sink) 

Lunges  

Lunges 

Lift FRONT toe up slightly.  
Front-leg-knee should NEVER go in front of front-leg-toe 
 

C.  Balance and Fall Prevention Exercises (continued) 

Standing with feet moving at 12:00 & 6:00;    Center & 3:00 or 9:00 

Standing Fast Feet;  Standing Practice Stepping out and then catching your pretend “Fall” Forward and Sideways 



Sittiing Fast Feet;  Sitting Practice Falling Forward 

Sitting Tapping Toes  

Stretches - Calf                                         

Calf Stretch        
 
 
 
 
Stretches - Rear-end & Hamstrings 

   Rear-end & Hamstring Stretch   *Toe is bending to reach front of leg and back is  
                                                                                                 straight (not rounded), and Chin is IN and not jutted out. 
 
 
 
 

C.  Balance and Fall Prevention Exercises (continued) 

“Multiple planes of movement” for Brain and Balance. (These are good for the brain also.)   
These can be difficult to do - don’t be discouraged. 
Examples of some movements are: 

- Sitting touching heals one at a time out in front while moving both arms forward, then transition to same arm same leg moving 
forward, then transition to opposite arm opposite leg moving forward, then keeping feet moving the same transition to arms 
changing to moving out to the side and flying arms up and down. 



- Sitting rock one foot with  toe & then heel rocking as you move the other foot rocking back & forth in the opposite manner than 
the first, then put arms out to side and circle arms.  

- March feet up and down while ams cross cross then tap tap thighs, then transition to cross cross clap clap hands,  
- Standing Tap Feet out front while moving arms out front, then transition to moving arms out to side in circles, then transition to 

moving arms out to side in a flying motion, then transition to moving feet side to side then transition to moving arms out forward. 
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